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Sgùrr Dubh Beag and Sgùrr Dubh Mòr across Loch Coruisk, oil on canvas, 
40x50cm. (Tim Pollard)



TIM POLLARD

Painting Mountains
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Painting can be really addictive. It’s highly involving. Sometimes it can 
be very frustrating. However, when it goes well, it is ultimately hugely 

satisfying. 
Fleeting views of mountains are drawn, photographed and remembered. 

In the studio, a canvas is stretched drum-tight and tubes of elaborately 
named oil paint wait to be worked together to produce a mountain compo-
sition. A blank canvas poses a unique and challenging starting point: a 
quest; a beginning. As a climber I recognise similar feelings of anticipation. 
Just as at the beginning of a route, you can imagine some of what might be 
ahead but you can’t be sure of the outcome.

A fine brush held at the very end works across the canvas to create a basic 
outline in ultramarine. Depth of field is determined by scale and lighter 
tones. The light of the sun is cast to produce shadows and show warm 

Aiguille Verte. Acrylic on canvas, 40x50cm. (Tim Pollard)
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Triple Buttress, Ben Eighe, oil on canvas, 50x76cm. (Tim Pollard)

Langdale Pikes, oil on canvas, 50x76cm. (Tim Pollard)

rock and brightened snow and ice. In the shadows darker tones reveal the 
hidden topography of the mountain. 

Rock and snow are darker but not as in a photograph when things are 
darkened into oblivion. Ridges and pinnacles are painted to show them 

projecting from the glaciers and glacial debris which surround them. It is 
important to continually contrast rocky silhouettes with the sky that lies 
behind them: at times the rock is darker than the sky; at others the roles 
are reversed. 

Managing light and dark is of particular importance whilst developing 
the composition. Bergschrunds and icefalls are painted to show depth 
and shadows and subtle colour changes. Where snow fields gradually 
fade, colours change. Mountain debris and moraines are painted in both 
warm and cool tones. 
Vegetation is hinted at 
with subtle blends of 
reds, greens and ochre. 
The blues within the 
painted landscape need 
to be different that of the 
mountain sky.

A carpet-like veneer 
of landscape should hint 
at the rock structure 
beneath. 

Above all, I try to show 
mountains as powerful 

Pavey Ark, oil on canvas, 45x60cm. (Tim Pollard)

Langdale Pikes, oil on canvas, 61x91cm. (Tim Pollard)
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elementary structures pushing their way skyward through the surrounding 
landscape. I want them to be quite gothic yet detailed enough for a climber 
to recognise and follow the significant routes. As a young climber, I 
remember sitting in the Old Dungeon Ghyll pub looking at Heaton Coop-
er’s illustrations of the rock climbs in Langdale. I’d be checking out routes 
while admiring his artistic prowess. His drawings showed through shading 
the block-like structure of the mountains and crags. This is something I 
always wanted to embody in my work. 

The process is continual and developmental. I’d like to think I’m getting 
better. Being self-critical is vital to the process. It is still difficult to predict 
how a painting will turn out but that is all part of the all-consuming fasci-
nation.

All the original paintings used to illustrate the section headings and this article 
are for sale from Tim Pollard. Email: tjpvp@hotmail.co.uk

Above Ailefroide, oil on canvas, 71x91cm. (Tim Pollard)

JOHN CLEARE

Filming Mountains
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By gum! They were men in those days. We all know the story of the 
pre-war Everest attempts, especially the 1924 epic from which Mallory 

and Irvine failed to return, and we will probably have seen, at some time or 
another, snatches of the original film which recorded the expedition. The 
film, shown quite widely in Britain, Europe and America in the aftermath 
of the attempt, was made by Captain John Noel, the expedition’s official 
photographer, described as ‘a soldier by profession, an artist in spirit and a 
brilliant camera technician by necessity’ – and undoubtedly also a talented 
entrepreneur. 

John Noel at work with his 20 inch Cooke telephoto lens high on Everest, his 
sherpa assistant acting as focus puller.(© Royal Geographical Society)


